BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Introduction

YEAR:

French

7

To be able to…

Speaking work – class survey

Greet people

Listening

Ask personal information questions

Pair work dialogue

Respond in French

Bonjour/Comment t’appellestu? – Singing French.
Linguaprime- Galaxie UnePlanèteBonjour/ Ça Va?

To be able to…
Use and understand numbers 1-31

Lotto

Learn numbers

Back to back activity

Do maths

Half Term:

Practice introductory
vocabulary

1

Teacher assessed speaking

Linguaprime

Numbers 1-31

Pair work – peer assessment.
Vocabulary test

Simple maths.

Age

To be able to…
Understand and say how old you are/ someone else
is.

Wizz/ Bopp game- count in
class- multiples of 3 replaced by
wiz, multiples of 7 replaced by
Bopp, and both (21), by WizzBopp
.
Back to back pair work

Write about friends/ siblings.

Lotto

Bar chart of survey results.

Pairs
Listening activity

Class survey
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Alphabet –
Spell

YEAR:

French

To be able to…..

Group / Paired speaking

Recognise the different sounds in the French
alphabet.

Hangman

7

Half Term:

1

Learn alphabet sounds

Listening/ speaking task

Reading test

Numeracy exercises

To be able to write about 3-4
sentences about a French
speaking celebrity, saying
how old they are and when
their birthday is. (written in
the 1st person)

Say where you live/ where someone else lives.

Mini whiteboard task to check
understanding of use of à, au,
aux, en.

Write about famous people
and where they live
Countries ppt.

Mini whiteboard task to check
understanding of use of à, au,
aux, en

Understand when to use à, au, aux, en.

Guess who game- celebrities.

Flipchart to practice à, en,
au.

Homework.

Spell their name in French
Numbers 1-31 and
months of the year.

To be able to…..
say ages and birthdays in French
recognise the months.

Group / paired speaking to ask
for birthdays
Bingo

Town, countries

To be able to…..

Assessed written
Homework.

Linguascope- fantastique
football Ex3
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Family

YEAR:

French

To be able to ….
Name family members using possessive adjectives
mon/ ma/ mes
Describe people– physical/ personalities

Listening and reading tasks
Expo 1.
Mini whiteboards to assess
understanding of possessive
adjectives

7

Half Term:

2

Write about your family.

Assessed written homework

Extend use of possessive to
other previously learnt
vocabulary.

Vocabulary test

Learn vocabulary.
Dice game
Pets

Numbers 1-31

To be able to…

Class survey on pets.

Bar chart of survey results.

Vocabulary test.

Name some domestic animals in French

Survey on preferences.

Learn vocabulary

Teacher assessment of opinions/
use of future tense- je voudrais.

Give opinions

Mime.

Extension – to say if would like a pet.

Dice game

To be able to…
understand and use numbers 1-31

Lotto

Learn numbers

Test on numbers

Back to back task
Say when your Birthday is
Dice game
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Target Language

YEAR:

French

7

Half Term:

To be able to …

Dictionary task.

Create some new sentences.

understand classroom instructions

Longest sentence game.

Learn vocabulary.

create their own sentences in French

Dice game

2

Peer/ teacher assessment of
sentence building work.

Name classroom equipment
Colours

To be able to name colours in French
Understand adjective position and agreements

Guess who using colours

Assessments

To attempt to achieve levels 1-3 in French by fully
participating in the talent show

Reading and speaking
assessments

Reading

Reading- individual/ as a class/ teacher led, of chosen
text.
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Learn vocabulary
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

School subjects

YEAR:

French

To be able .…
say what school subjects they study.

Group / paired work

7

Half Term:

3

Learn vocabulary

Vocabulary test

Assessed written homework

Grammar work- revision of
verbs

Write opinions on 6 different
subjects. Even better if this
can be done in a paragraph
with connectives.

Dice game

Bar chart results of survey.

Slam – board game
Linguascope activities
Vocabulary drilling
Simple opinions on
subjects

To be able to.…
say what subjects they like and dislike
ask someone what they like/ dislike
use quantifiers to express how much they like/ dislike
them

Paired / group speaking

Survey of preferences
Extended opinions on
school subjects

To be able to ….
justify opinions using the words for because
‘parceque’ or ‘car’

Touch game of new vocabulary.

Extension - say what you used to like

Survey

Mime

Write opinions on 6 different
subjects. Even better if this
can be done in a paragraph
with connectives.

Assessed written homework

Bar chart results of survey.
Dice game
Telling the time

To be able to …
understand the time in French
tell the time using the 12 hour clock

True/ false task

Write about your timetable.

Listening task identifying a
problem

Write out some times in
French

Paired speaking- back to back

Learn vocabulary.

Peer / self / teacher assessed
speaking and writing

Memory game
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

A school day

YEAR:

French

To be able to…
recognise differences between your school and a
typical French school.
say what you do at school- using ‘on’= we.
reinforce knowledge of –er verbs, avoir and être.

Interactive reading games

7

Half Term:

Write about a typical school
day for you.

Quiz

3

Assessment of written homework.
Vocabulary test
Reading task

Learn vocabulary
Mime
Dice game
Touch game

Food

To be able to ..
say what you eat at school
use the French words for some du, de la, de l’ and des
ask someone else

Survey

Create your ideal school
canteen menu.

Assessment of spoken work/
listening task.

Touch game
Learn new vocabulary
Dictionary work
Survey
Pair work

Assessments

To attempt to achieve levels 2-5+ in French.

Reading

Reading- individual/ as a class/ teacher led, of chosen
text.
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Speaking, and reading

Learning for assessed tasks,
particularly speaking and
listening which students will
have prepared in class to
learn at home.

Marking stickers
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Computers and mobiles

YEAR:

French

To be able to …

Touch game

ask and answer questions about how you use your
mobile

Memory game

7

Half Term:

Research some ‘text’
language in French

4

Assessment of spoken class work.
Test

Learn new vocabulary
Dice game

ask and answer questions about how you use your
computer/ laptop.

Mime

say how often

Pair work

use negatives

Survey

Assessment of written homework.
Write about how you use
mobile/ computer.
Extend sentences beyond the
basic
Use connectives, opinions
and tenses

Sport

To be able to …

Mime

Survey results

ask someone what sport they do

Memory game

Write about the sports you do
and how often.

tell someone what sports you play

Dice game

understand and use the verb jouer correctly with au, à
la, à l’, aux.

Survey
Pair work

say how sporty you are/ are not

Write about your favourite
sporting personality.

Assessment of spoken class/ home
work.
Extension of sentences beyond the
basic- use of connectives,
opinions and tenses

Extension- try to add
opinions and another tense.

Whiteboards to show
understanding of use of au, à la
etc..
Listening, speaking and reading
tasks.
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Hobbies

YEAR:

French

To be able to ….

Mime

ask and tell someone what other hobbies you do.

Memory game

7

Half Term:

Research more unusual
hobbies.

4

Assessment of spoken tasks.
Vocabulary test

Learn vocabulary
use the verb to do- ‘faire du, de la, de l’, des
correctly.

Dice game
Survey results
Survey

Say when you do them- seasons
Pair work
Whiteboards to show
understanding of use of du, de
la etc..
Million pound drop

Weather

To be able to …
describe the weather in French
say what you do when it rains, when it is fine etc..

Listening, speaking and reading
tasks.
Mime

Write about what you do in
certain weather conditions.

Pair work
Dice game

Extension- try to add opinions
and another tense.

Assessment of homework
Extension of sentences beyond
the basic- use of connectives,
opinions and tenses

Listening, speaking and reading
tasks.
Assessments

To attempt to achieve levels 2-5+ in French.

Reading

Reading- individual/ as a class/ teacher led, of chosen
text.
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Writing and Listening
assessments

Learning for assessed tasks,
particularly speaking and
listening which students will
have prepared in class to learn
at home.
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Places in town

YEAR:

French

7

Half Term:

To be able to …

I went to market memory game.

Write about a town

Say what there is in your town- il y a …

Dice game.

Learn new vocabulary

Say what there isn’t in your town- il n’y a pas de …

Listening and reading tasks.

Look up words for different
places.

Understand and give opinions

Create conversations expressing
varied opinions on places.

Poster advertising a town

To be able to …

Pair work- directions

Learn new vocabulary

name fairground rides

Dice game

give and understand directions

Listening and reading tasks

5

Assessment of spoken work in
class
Assessment of written homework

Directions

Test on vocabulary

Assessment of spoken class
work.
Vocabulary test

use formal and informal language correctly- ‘vous’
and ‘tu’
The weekend

To be able to …

Pair work

Bar chart results

talk about where you go at the weekend

Class survey

Write about weekend
activities

use au, à la, à l’, aux correctly to say ‘to’

Mime

say when/ how often/ who with

Dice game- extending sentences

give opinions

Listening and reading tasks
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Going out

YEAR:

French

To be able to…

Listening and reading tasks

ask someone out

Sing a song

accept or decline an invitation

Dice game

extension - give reasons

Pair/ group work- a dialogue

7

Half Term:

Write a dialogue arranging to
go out

5

Assessment of spoken task/
homework

Write a song/ poem

Consequences- who, what,
where,
when…
Things to do

To be able to …

Memory game

say what you can do in a town

Understand a text about a town
using music to help.

Write about an ideal/
imaginary town

Homework task
Listening and reading class tasks

Learning for assessed tasks,
particularly speaking and
listening which students will
have prepared in class to
learn at home.

Marking stickers

say what you can’t do
Group task- write about a town
Assessments

To attempt to achieve levels 2-5+ in French.

Reading

Reading- individual/ as a class/ teacher led, of chosen
text.
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Holidays

YEAR:

French

7

Half Term:

6

To be able to..

Memory game

Learn new vocabulary

Vocabulary test

name countries and use en, au etc.. say where you
usually go

Dice game

Write some sentences about
different people’s holidays
from survey.

Assess written homework task

Prepare a presentation about
holidays

Assessment of presentation/ level
5 written task.

Listening and reading tasks
say when
who with
where you went last year

Pair and group speaking about a
holiday
Dictionary work- masculine &
feminine countries
Survey

Activities

To be able to …

Mime

say what you usually do on holiday

Detailed listening and reading
tasks
Give a presentation
Write a Level 5 description of
your holiday

Routines

To be able to…

Mime

Learn new vocabulary

Vocabulary test.

say how you get ready for a holiday - daily routine

Dice game

Peer assessment of homework.

understand how to use reflexive verbs

Story board

Write about how you get
ready- extend with opinions
and connectives.

Song
Touch game
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BLESSED TRINITY LEARNING PROGRAMME

SUBJECT:

Food and drink

YEAR:

French

7

To be able to …

Role play- pairs and groups

Write a dialogue

order food and drink in a café.

Lotto

Create a menu

understand numbers/ prices

Listening and reading tasks

Half Term:

6

Assessment of role play/
dialogues

Dictionary work
Murder mystery continued….
Future holiday plans

Future ambitions

To be able to …

Mime

say what you are going to do

Touch game

understand and use the near future tense

Dictionary work

Create your own sentences

Written description – three
tenses

To be able to …

Group task- interview with a
celebrity about holidays

Prepare Level 6 presentation/
written task on holidays.

Assessment of presentations/
written tasks

Revise all language for
assessments

Assessed tasks

say where you would like to go
Mime
use the conditional tense
Dictionary work
say what you would like to do there
Million pound drop revision
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